
 

Adventure Trip to Polo Forest 

The picnic was planned to polo forest, vijaynagar. The polo forest area was a part of a vast territory 

and vijaynagar was the capital six hundred years back the ancient city was pilgrimage for jains and 

shiv dharma people of the area. The jungle have 4 sculpture gate made of local sedimentary rocks 

in each direction. Development of the city was done along the river bank of harnav. The temples 

were destroyed by the Mughals and now are the heritage site. The jungle are rich with many wild 

animals like leopard and beers. Spiders and pythons are also found in dense jungle area. In trees, 

here are more than 600 types many species of water bird and crabs are also found in the river and 

reservoir. The area is sanctuary and being maintained by the dholwani rang forest department. The 

government has also established a camp site with a view to provide nature education and develop 

the site as tourism place. It is due to the fore sight of Prof. Vimal Patel (HOD) and tremendous 

but   indefatigable effort of Asst.Prof. Rahul Parmar a tour had been planned from 16/09/2016 

to 18/09/2016. The tour had been planned considering the comfort, safety and security of the 

students in a manner to deliver the awareness about nature and adrenaline rush through the trekking 

and camping. The tour was handled by Asst. Prof. Rahul Parmar, Asst. Prof. Jay Vekariya, 

Ms. Kajal Dudhatra, Mr. Jagdish bhalsod. 

So the voyage transform like this………… 

Chapter 1. IDARIYOGADH 

“Mountain to triumph for enthusiastic CIVIL GARDIANS” 

Idariyogadh which had been a fascinating overview of national history of Mahabharata period. 

The most viewable was the chariot of queen and sarneshwar temple that student visited and 

were astonished of the carving & monument history. The fort on hill depicts the story of Queen 



whose tantrum had been afforded by the king during reign, the fort was her place to hide to 

tease the king. The student chased the mountain of 640ft chanting the amazing story of king 

and queen. The non-government organization joined us at Idariyogadh & they were the 

professional who guided as throughout the camp from this point. The students were divided into 

8 groups & named fascinating team to enthuse the students. 

MEMORIES CAPTURED… 

“The memories of chasing their destination- Idariyogadh” 

Chapter 2 POLO FOREST: 

The student after conquering the hill get relaxed by having bath in river. They develop the 

tent over the hill & camp fire on the hill. The student enjoyed the hill climbing, relaxation 

along river side & tent making on the hill. It was amazing experience for students living inside 

tent, new sun rays glittered view was awaiting in next morning. The students enjoyed the 

stretching under the energetic light of sun, which gives feeling of blessings showers on them. 

The student then were maneuvered for tracking over Bhim Mountain, where  the local guide 

joined troop &guided them to recognize the animals & tress of the forest. So. It was an 

overall exciting forest exploration. The focal point of the forest was Echo point where the 

students cheerfully shouted “GARDI” & reflects that whole forest welcomes “GARDI” in 

return & student were engrossed in trip immortally. 



 

MEMORIES CAPTURED… 



“Panorama of Polo forest adds to beauty of  tales of faculty with student during 

CAMP FIRE” 

Chapter 3 RAPPLING AT SAPAVADA: 

“A Mountain Of sedimentary rock – A Spot Of Adventure” 

 

The most turning point of voyage begins “C_L_I_M_B_I_N_G & R_A_P_P_L_I_N_G” .  The students 

initiates with the climbing & develop the notion of different method of climbing between the rocks 

recognized as “chimney climbing”. During climbing the adrenalin of students & faculty Rush down of 

anxiety but they enjoyed the same overcoming the fear. The CIVIL ENGINEERS reflect their engineering 

when some girls were frightened to overcome a gap they form human bridge so as to make easy pass for the 

girls. The instructor boosted the student before the Rappling as they had covered all the safety aids, where 

student was concealed with the fear but when they face the fear by rappling they enjoyed it a lot & demanded 

it another time. 



MEMORIES CAPTURED… 

 

 

“The students engrossed in rappl ing at sapavada - Rock teasing the Adventurer. ” 

 


